
FEI Quanta 600F sFEG ESEM 
Operation Instructions 

For additional assistance, please contact the facility manager. 

Please contact in case of emergency: 
SEM microscopist: Mr. Eric Miller, 7-0789 (O), 209-872-1851 (mobile) 

eric-miller@northwestern.edu 
SEM manager: Mr. Ben Myers, 1-3439 (O), 312-218-2427 (mobile) 

b-myers3@northwestern.edu   
EPIC director: Prof. Vinayak P Dravid, 7-1363 (O), 847-486-1705 (h) 

v-dravid@northwestern.edu 

Quanta reservations are made using the EPIC FOM online reservation system.  Please 
follow all EPIC facility rules for using this system. 

Note: It is imperative that gloves be worn during all sample exchange procedures.  If you 
cannot find any gloves, please ask! 

About saving your data:  During your session, you may store images in your own folder 
within the shared folder on the support PC (this is the middle computer).  Before you 
leave the instrument room, you will need to transfer your files from the support PC to the 
SEMServer using the middle computer.  The SEM server is accessible through two 
computers in the specimen prep lab that are labeled “SEM server”.  You can transfer your 
data from the SEM server computer to your USB etc. You should never take your data 
directly from the SEM computer. 
FTP Address for connecting to SemServer Network from a personal computer:        
129.105.37.228              Username: semuser    Password: $emu$er 

System Startup if Software is not Running 
1. Log into FOM
2. Log into each of the three computers from left to right (NPGS PC, Support PC,

and SEM Control PC).  Username: Supervisor, Password: quantad7768
3. On the SEM computer, double click XT Microscope Server from the desktop
4. Select Start
5. Once the server is running, select Start UI and enter the same username/password
6. Click OK to home the stage

Sample Loading 
1. Log in to FOM and log in to your reservation.
2. Under the stage tab, select Home Stage Position.
3. Vent the chamber by pressing the Vent button at the top right-hand side of the

software interface.
4. Wait until the Vacuum Status light at the bottom right-hand side of the software

interface turns red.  This means the chamber is done venting.



5. Slowly slide the chamber door open. 
6. Select the appropriate sample holder - the multi-stub sample holder should be 

installed by default.  This can be swapped for the high resolution (single stub) 
holder or the Peltier stage (see cold stage section). If you replace multi-stub 
holder with another sample holder, please reinstall at the end of your session.   

7. Insert your SEM stubs into the sample holder (the multi-stub holder has spring 
clips, the high-res holder has an allen screw to secure the stub). 

8. Select the desired vacuum mode: 
 a)  High Vacuum Mode – For conductive/coated samples.  E-T SE and BSE 

detectors are available. 
 b)  Low Vacuum Mode (up to 200Pa) – For nonconductive samples.  LFSE and 

BSE detectors are available. 
  If you are using Low Vacuum or ESEM modes, check to make sure there 

 is sufficient distilled water in the beaker in the rear compartment. 
 c)  ESEM Vacuum Mode (up to 4000Pa) – For nonconductive/wet samples.  

GSED or GAD detector must be used – these have a built-in PLA for high 
pressure use. 

9. Installing detectors: 
 a)  E-T SE:  None required, always installed. 

b)  BSE/GAD:  The backscattered electron detector and gaseous analytical 
detector should be stored in the ‘parking lot’ just to the right of the objective lens 
with the wiring hooked on the side.  To install, remove from the parking lot and 
clip the detector onto the end of the objective lens such that the wiring faces the 
front of the chamber and the notch is at the rear-left.  Look in the camera to insure 
the detector is mounted flush and not tilted.  The wires from the detector should 
be secured on the hook on the right side of the parking lot to make sure they do 
not interfere with the stage movement.  The BSE/GAD detectors are the same, 
with the exception of the PLA built in to the GAD.  They use the same preamp 
circuit and you must switch the BSE/GAD switch on the right side of the chamber 
to select the desired detector. 
c)  LFSE:  The large-field SE detector is used for low vacuum operation and the 
circuit board clips into the slot at the rear of the chamber.  This detector should be 
installed by default, but can also be used with either of the PLA cones to extend 
the pressure range. 
d)  GSED:  The gaseous secondary electron detector is used for the highest 
pressure operation and clips into the same slot as the LFSE detector.  The other 
end of the detector then clips onto the objective lens and should be flush mounted 
like the BSE/GAD detectors. 

10. Close the chamber door and press the Pump button –You can switch between 
High, Low and ESEM vacuum modes at any time during operation without 
venting the chamber.  Occasionally, when switching vacuum modes or venting 
there is a vacuum hardware error.  If this happens, hit clear and hide, then click on 
the desired vacuum mode and the system should resume its operation. 

11.    Wait for the vacuum status light to turn green. 
 
 



General Operation and Alignment 
1. Set the High Voltage (HV) level – variable from 200V to 30kV.   
2. Set the Spot Size – 1 (smallest) to 7(largest). A spot size of 3-4 is typically used 

for imaging, while a larger spot size will be needed for EDS to allow more current 
for better counts.  A smaller spot size allows for better resolution, but the trade-off 
is loss of signal. 

3. Select the desired objective aperture –  
 1: No aperture 
 2: Blanks the beam 
 3: Largest Aperture, and aperture sizes decrease down to 6, the smallest aperture 
  
 An aperture of 5-6 is typically used for imaging, and a larger aperture (3-4) can be 

used for EDS.  Be careful not to use a large spot size with a small aperture as you 
will burn the aperture. 

4. Press the HV button to turn on the beam. 
5. Each quad can display a different detector or mixed detector signal.  Select a quad 

by left-clicking and then choose the desired detector from the Detector menu. 
6. Adjust the brightness and contrast – you should be able to make out the center of 

the sample holder. 
7. Move the stage to locate your sample.  This can be done through the software by 

middle-clicking in the camera quad and dragging the mouse in the desired 
direction.  The further you move the mouse, the faster the stage moves. Moving 
left will move you toward the door of the SEM. 

8.  Once you have found your sample, continue to bring the stage up until the sample 
appears to be 10-20 mm away from the lens.   

9. Focus on the highest point on the surface of your sample using either the control 
surface or by clicking the right mouse button and moving left and right. 

10. Couple the Z-axis of the stage to the working distance by pressing the Couple Z 
to FWD button (Shift + F9). 

11. Find a small feature on the sample surface to use for alignment and focus on the 
feature at high magnification (>15,000X).  As a general rule you should always 
do the alignments at higher magnification than what you want to take images at. 

12. From the Startup Page (first tab in upper right corner), zero the Tilt and Lens 
Alignments under Source Control by right-clicking and selecting zero. 

13. Select the Cross Over button and center the source image about the green cross 
hairs by CAREFULLY turning the X/Y aperture knobs on the SEM column.  If 
you cannot see the beam spot, increase the contrast.  You should not need to 
turn the X/Y aperture knobs more than a ¼ turn. 

14. Unselect Cross Over when you are finished aligning the beam. 
15. Turn the Modulator on and adjust the aperture alignment by left-clicking in the 

2D Lens Alignment box and moving the mouse up/down (to minimize lateral 
movement) and left/right (to minimize vertical movement). 

15. Turn the Modulator off  
16. Correct for astigmatism either by using the X/Y Stigmator knobs on the control 

surface, left-clicking in the 2D Stigmator box or holding down the shift button 



and the right mouse button simultaneously.  It is easiest to correct for astigmatism 
by switching between X , Y and focus until the sharpest image is obtained. 

17. To save an image select a slow scan and then the pause button. When the image is 
done scanning and is frozen, go to the file “save as” menu and save image as a tif. 
(8 bit file) to the shared support computer. When you are finished with your 
session you will need to move your data from the center Shared Support PC to the 
Semserver using the middle computer. 

  
Shut Down and Sample Removal 
1. Shut of the High Voltage by pressing the HV button. 
2. Lower the sample stage to a working distance of 20mm or greater. 
3. Select Home stage Position under the Stage menu. 
4. Press the Vent button to vent the chamber. 
5. Wait for the Vacuum Status light to turn red. 
6. Open the chamber door and remove your sample(s). 
7. Put the system back to the default configuration: 
 a)  Multi-sample holder installed. 
 b)  LFSE detector installed 
 c)  High vacuum mode selected 
 d) BSE/GAD detectors in the parking lot and cables secured. 
8. Close the door and hit the Pump button. 
9. Wait for the system to return to high vacuum – Vacuum Status light is green. 
10. Log out of FOM 
 
System Shutdown if you need to Restart the Computer 
1. Close out of the SEM UI software 
2. Select Stop in the XT microscope Server Window 
3. When the system is stopped, right-click at the top of the window and select Exit 

XT Microscope Server 
4. Close all software and restart the computer 
 
 
 


